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Concerts & EventsVIRTUAL

Don’t let staying in get you down! If you’re missing live music experiences during the period 
of social distancing, tune into these live streaming concerts and events, or browse through 
superbly curated musical archives at your leisure. 

Live Stream Concerts & Musical Archives

Billboard Live At-Home
As the title suggests, “Live At-Home” captures live performances from artists while they’re quarantined in 
their homes. Each “Billboard Live At-Home” performer will choose a nonprofit partner to support with their 
live stream, including such worthy causes as My Friend’s Place, American Red Cross, Center for Disaster 
Philanthropy. Meals on Wheels America, Direct Relief, National Coalition for the Homeless, Housing Works Inc., 
Downtown Women’s Center, MusiCares and more charities working overtime to help those impacted by the 
coronavirus pandemic.

The Grammy Museum – Museum at Home
While the Grammy Museum in Los Angeles is currently closed, it has created a section on its website called 
“Museum at Home,” where never-before-released content from the museum’s archives have been made 
available to the public. This hub offers a collection of lessons, virtual exhibits, and interviews with musicians, 
so aspiring musicians and fans can continue to immerse themselves in music education during the museum’s 
closure. The tagline of the section is “doors closed, mission open.”

NPR Music
NPR Music offers current and archival podcasts, live concert webcasts, reviews, music lists, news, studio 
sessions, and interviews to listen to from NPR and partner public radio stations across the country, as well as 
an index of public radio music stations streaming live on the internet.

Austin City Limits Live TV
Missing live shows from the iconic Austin City Limits at the Moody Theater in downtown Austin? Catch up on 
the latest tapings from the longest-running music series on American television with the PBS archives of Austin 
City Limits. Fan-favorite episodes from the recently broadcast Season 45 are available for streaming, in 
addition to the entire slate of programs from the previous two seasons of the acclaimed concert showcase.
 

Keep it Local – Concerts & Events

Mega Corazón 2020
As an online broadcast, URBAN-15’s Mega Corazón has from the beginning prioritized poetry audiences that 
are distant, dispersed, and digitally available. Always ahead of its time, Mega Corazón now finds itself strategi-
cally well-positioned to inject a much-needed artistic infusion into our strange, new reality of social distancing.

Witte Where You Are
Witte Where You Are provides engaging, interactive virtual experiences that you can do at home with the whole 
family. Learn how to become a Backyard Scientist and discover the fun in your own backyard. Investigate how 
the past connects to today and learn how to be a History Detective, and digitally explore Witte artifacts, gallery 
virtual tours and much more. 

The Gurwitz 2020
Every four years The Gurwitz participants and jurors from around the globe showcase the art of piano in San 
Antonio, Texas. Watch the most recent competition, which took place Jan/Feb, online.

Agarita
The San Antonio quartet is providing a soothing option for bored and anxious San Antonians by making its 
performance catalog available to stream online, one concert at a time. Agarita has also included the concert’s 
program notes below the video, giving abundant reading material for anyone wanting to take a deep dive into 
the historical context of the music. The ensemble plans to upload a new concert on a weekly basis for the 
foreseeable future.


